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Thought of Peace From Great Personalities.

A peaceful mind is the sign of healthy body. A person can't fit physically or live freely, if his life is full of stress. Peaceful mind is the biggest asset for a person. Many of world personalities were serious about the inner peace. Here are some of the best peace quotes by world famous personalities which will elaborate the true meaning of inner peace.

• Can our breath or our step be filled with peace and joy. - Thich Nhat Hanh.
• You're beautiful. You're safe. Your surrounding must bring peace to your mind as well as your spirit. - Stacy London.
• In the repose state, peace is Freedom.
  - Marcus Tullius Cicero.

• Sometimes, peace comes from transforming yourself into different circumstances. It reminds you to be peaceful.
  - Yves Behar.

• You must find peace wherever you go. First calm your mind and where things will fall into the right place.
  - Baba Haridass.

• Peace is not just daily process, but it's weekly and monthly process. It's about overcoming barriers and creating new structures.
  - John F. Kennedy.

• Peace lies in positive emotions and feelings that is valuable in various situations.
  - Estella Elliot.

• When you make yourself calm, you can calm this world too.
  - Maha Ghosananda.

• When you're peaceful from inside, from deep in your heart, you become an easiest creature on this earth.
  - Norman Vincent Peale.
• Be strong enough to ignore other people’s negative behaviour. Do not let it overcome on your inner peace. – Dalai Lama.

• When you lived in the past, you become depressed, when you live in the present, you become peaceful. – Lao Tzu.

• Peace is affected by daily events and judgement. Don’t rely on outside issues to destroy your peace. – Haile Selassie.
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Thought of Peace from Great Personalities:

"There is no path to PEACE, PEACE is the path."
- Mahatma Gandhi

The simple English dictionary has a definition for Peace. Peace is a time without any fights or wars. In a larger sense, peace can mean a state of harmony, quiet or calm that is not disturbed by anything at all, like a still pond with no ripples. Peace and harmony is long lasting value.
# Most of powerful and influential people understood the importance of peace and harmony.

1. “It’s not enough to talk about peace. One must believe in it. And it is not enough to believe in it. One must work at it.”
   - Eleanor Roosevelt.

2. “If we have no peace, it is because we have forgotten that we belong to each other.”
   - Mother Teresa.

3. “Peace cannot be achieved through violence, it can only be attained through understanding.”
   - Ralph Waldo Emerson

4. “You find peace not by rearranging the circumstances of your life, but by realizing who you are at the deepest level.”
   - Eckhart Tolle.
“Peace, when you find it within yourself, you become the kind of person who can live at peace with others.”

- Peace Pilgrim.

Mankind must remember that peace is not God’s gift to his creatures; peace is our gift to each other. Because Peace is eternal. It is said in African Proverb that “Peace is costly but it is worth the expense.”

Thus Harmony and Peace is the fundamental prerequisite of our life.
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Thoughts of peace from Great Personalities

"Anger begets more anger and forgiveness and love lead to more forgiveness and love."

- Mahavira Swami

Here, great saint of India quoted that, while handling any situation, anger causes more anger and there are high chances of situations to be ruined up rather person should make him/her self learn some good habits of forgiveness and love because after all it will make our work and mind feel peace.

"Peace begins with a smile."

- Mother Teresa

Great lady Mother Teresa said that smile on the face eventually becomes the reason of having the peace in one's mind well said, because rather
behaving like a child, person is able to treat any situation wisely by making smile whether it would be implemented in making bad relations good or any other real life situation where person can’t find him/herself in peace.

"Force can’t bring peace
Only understanding can achieve it."

- Albert Einstein

This quote is very important as it states the way of bringing true peace. Because when we apply force on spring, it would get pressed but whenever force is removed, it will make jump with high intensity. Hence person should not make peace by applying force because it is not good for long end. But we can make being true peace by understanding only.

"We can never obtain peace in the outer world, until we make peace with ourselves."

- Dalai Lama

As mentioned by great speakers, man is a black box. Which means, man can find whatever he wants inside himself. Dalai Lama said that, if person is not feeling peace from inside then, there is no spot on the earth where he can get peace. Man is said as wonder creation of god. Hence we should first find
Joy, Happiness and Peace from our soul rather expecting from others to give so.

"Do not let the behaviour of others destroy your inner."

— Dalai Lama.

This quote of Dalai Lama emphasizes on the nature of person which is to be influenced by other's behaviours. Here, main problem of person is to take another's behaviour as a judgement of his life. We are nothing to judge. Hence let another be nice or bad towards us that shouldn't make us imbalanced.

"If you are depressed, you are living in the past, if you are anxious, you are living in the future, if you are at peace, you are living in the present."

— Lao Tzu.

Most important thing to be happy is to live in present. Don't think of past events and take future lightly. Because there is no meaning of thinking about the events happened in the past and judge others but to feel depressed. Same thing is applicable on the events which one to be happened. Person should be having clear way of living life and handling future situations wisely.
Thought on Harmony & Peace

Harmony is defined as a situation in which people are peaceful and concord with each other or when things appear to be correct or appropriate together. To live in harmony necessitates that we be aware of the expectations and requirements that encompass us and we adapt in our own particular approach to life. We can be in concordance with ourselves living consistent with our most profound feelings of what is genuine and what matters most. May these quotes inspire you to live a life of harmony so that you may live your dreams...
→ Peace is more than the absence of war. Peace is accord. Peace is harmony.
   - Laini Taylor

→ If there is righteousness in the heart, there will be beauty in the character. If there is beauty in the character, there will be harmony in the home. If there is harmony in the home, there will be order in the nation. When there is order in the nations, there will peace in the world.
   - Sathya Sai Baba

→ Happiness is not a matter of intensity but of balance, order, rhythm and harmony.
   - Thomas

→ Beauty is being in harmony with what you are.
   - Peter Nivio

→ Harmony makes small things grow, lack of it makes great things decay.
   - Sallust

→ One who cannot live in harmony with others is regarded as an ignorant
fool, even if he happens to be very learned in various matters.

- Thiruvalluvar

This would belong to all of us, and all people should be able to live in respect and harmony.

- Michelle Yeoh

The highest education is that which does not merely give us information but makes our life in harmony with all existence.

- Rabindranath Tagore

The trials on the road to world harmony are no greater than the courage of those who accept the challenge.

- C.S. Lewis

“Be happy, because life is very important and when what happened no body knows……”
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Learning to ignore things is one of the greatest paths to inner peace.

The less you respond to rude, critical, argumentative people, the more peaceful your life becomes...

- Muqly Hale

Always say “my peace is more important when you find yourself yielding to something that doesn’t deserve your energy.”

- Tariq Ahmed

Do not let the behaviour of others destroy your inner peace.

- Dalai Lama

Outward peace is useless without inner peace.

- Mahatma Gandhi
If you are depressed you are living in the past if you are conscious you are living in the future, if you are at peace, you are living in the present.

- Lao Tzu

There is no 'way to peace', there is only peace.

- Mahatma Gandhi

Peace is a daily, a weekly, a monthly process, gradually changing options, slowly eroding old barriers, quietly building new structures.

- John F. Kennedy

Peace cannot be kept by force; it can only be achieved by understanding.

- Albert Einstein
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Do not let the behavior of others destroy your inner peace."
- Dalai Lama

When the power of love overwhelms the love of power the world will know peace.
- Jimi Hendrix

"Cry for being right, instead radiate peace. harmony, love and laughter from your heart."
- Deepak Chopra

If you want to make peace with your enemy, you have to work with your enemy. Then he becomes your partner.
- Nelson Mandela
Our primary purpose in life is to help others. And if you can’t help them, at least don’t hurt them.

- Dalai Lama

Peace cannot be achieved through violence, it can only be attained through understanding.

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

When you find peace within yourself, you become the kind of person who can live at peace with others.

- Peace Pilgrim
If you are tired, keep going;
If you are scared, keep going;
If you are hungry, keep going;
If you want to taste freedom, keep going.

- Harriet Tubman

If we have no peace, It is because we have forgotten that we belong to each other."

- Mother Teresa

We seek peace, knowing that peace is the climate of freedom."

- Dwight D. Eisenhower
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Thought Of Peace From Great Personalities

Peace of mind is one of those instants in life that are hard to describe, but easy to know.
"Kind words can be short and easy to speak but their echoes are truly endless."  - Mother Teresa

No body can bring you peace, but yourself.  - Ralph Waldo Emerson

"Don’t search for anything except peace. Try to calm the mind. Everything else will come on its own."
- Baba Haridas

In Abraham Lincoln’s quotes-
"Better to remain silent and be thought a fool than to speak out and remove all doubt."

"Avoid popularity if you would have peace."

"Peace is liberty in tranquility."
- Tullius Cicero.
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi said that,
"A man is a product of his thought
What he thinks that he becomes."
"It is better to be violent if there is violence in our hearts than to put on the cloak of non violence to cover the impotence."

When I asked God for peace
he showed me how to help others.
- Swami Vivekananda.

"Listen to the inner light
it will guide you,
Listen to inner peace
it will feed you."
- Shri Chinmoy

Calm the winds of your thoughts,
And there will be no waves on the ocean of your mind.
- Remaz Sasson.

In short, peace of mind is thinking about nothing other than feeling happy and relaxed in the movement.
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"Thoughts of peace from great personalities"

Hello everyone! I am Daughti Dave and today I would like to talk about “The Thought of peace from great personalities.”

So, let’s start as we know many people have spent their lives working tirelessly to see a world free from injustice, hatred and racial discrimination. They had a common vision for the world. A world where there is peace, brotherhood, compassion and respect for one another. These people are the true beacons of peace. Let’s remember some of them today.

"Mahatma Gandhi"

Mahatma Gandhi is remembered for what he gave the world—AHINSA, SATYARAHA and PEACE. Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi was born on 2nd October, 1869 at Porbander in Gujarat. He studied law in England and went to South Africa where he became a successful lawyer. Mahatma Gandhi was deeply pained to see the way Britishers treated the natives of Africa and the Indians living in South Africa. He opposed the injustice of the British by way of Satyagraha—‘Firm belief of truth’ and ‘Ahimsa’—‘Non-Violence’. When he returned to India he was saddened to see the people here living in similar conditions. Naturally, he decided to continue his struggle against the British. He embraced the untouchables downtrodden and the needy with open arms. Mahatma Gandhi, the father of the nation continues to inspire millions of people all over the world even today.
“Martin Luther King, Junior”

Despite the abolition of slavery in the USA in 1865, African Americans continued to face many atrocities. Buses had separate seats for the 'Blacks' and most universities did not permit their entry. Martin Luther King fought against this injustice and racial discrimination. He was greatly inspired by the Gandhian philosophy of Satyagraha and ahimsa. He fought for the civil rights of the black people but in a peaceful manner. On 28th August, 1963 around 2,00,000 people joined him for 'The Great March on Washington' during which he delivered his famous speech 'I have a Dream'. This compelled the U.S. government to pass a law which did away discrimination against the blacks. He was awarded the Nobel peace prize in 1964 for having.

“Mother Teresa”

Mother Teresa was a Roman Catholic religious sister and missionary who lived most of her life in India. She was born as Agnes Gonxha Bojaxhiu (pronounced as Ag-ness Gohn-jay boh-yah-joo) on 26th August 1910, in Macedonia. She came to India in the 1930s and started teaching at the St. Mary's High School for girls. She later began working among the poorest of the poor in the slums of Kolkata. In 1950 she opened a new order called the Missionaries of Charity. This order is presently active in 133 countries with around 4500 religious sisters running charity centres worldwide and serving the less fortunate. She also received the Nobel peace prize in 1979 and the Bharat Ratna in 1980. She was honoured with the “Ramon Magsaysay Peace Prize” in 1962. Her demise on 5th September 1997 was a great loss to mankind.
At last let's see some great thoughts given by great personalities.

* "If you are depressed you are living in the past.
   If you are anxious you are living in the future.
   If you are at peace, you are living in the present!"
   - Lao Tzu.

* "Nobody can bring you peace but yourself"
   - Ralph Waldo Emerson

* "Do not let the behaviors of others destroy your inner peace."
   - Dalai Lama.

Thank you. 😊

And...

Have a peaceful life ahead!
Shree P. K. Chaudhari
Mahila Arts College,
Gandhinagar.
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Thought of peace from Great Personalities
Peace begins with a smile.
-Mother Teresa

Peace cannot be kept by force. It can only be achieved by understanding.
-Albert Einstein

When you make peace with yourself you make peace with the world.
-Maha Goshananda

In the joy of others lies our own, in the progress of others rests our own. In the good of others abides our own. Know this to be the key to peace and happiness.
-Pramukh Swami

There is no greater wealth in this world than the peace of mind.
-Nelson Mandela
Do not let the behavior of others destroy your inner peace.
   - Dalai Lama

You will never find peace of mind until you listen to your heart.
   - George Michael

Peace is its own reward.
   - Mahatma Gandhi

If you are depressed you are living in the past, if you are anxious you are living in the future, if you are at peace, you are living in the present.
   - Lao tzu

Don’t search anything except peace. Try to calm the mind. Everything else will come on its own.
   - Baba Hari das
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"peace is a daily, a weekly, a monthly process, gradually changing opinions, slowly eroding old barriers, quietly building new structures."

Peace is the desire of every beating heart. Peace is the hope of every nation, the promise of every politician. The pulse of every religious tradition, the goal of every prayer. Peace is the bold, courageous and ultimate response to the notion that violence provides any viable solution for the conflicts of our world.

To bring growth and prosperity in a society, the path that wise people take is of peace and harmony. Without peace and harmony in a nation, it is impossible to achieve political strength, economic stability, or cultural growth. Before transmitting the notion of peace and harmony, among others, an individual needs to possess peace within them. While their body and mind should be in balance. Even
one person can transmit the notion of peace and harmony, among others, and it is everyone individual's responsibility to maintain that peace and harmony in society. However, peace and harmony in society are disrupted with the increase in violence and chaos.

Science and technology were supposed to make our life comfortable. In contrast, people find alternative ways to use good inventions for an immoral purpose and eventually harm the ways of others' living with peace and harmony. As the saying goes that with immense power comes the tremendous responsibility is not at all a lie, for the government of each nation should invest on education, healthcare, and productive means to resolve economic issues rather than initiating war or destructiveness. If destructive ways among nation are promoted, then peace and harmony will not exist, and poverty will remain to
be an everlasting problem. The root to most of our troubles is the disruption of peace and harmony between one aspect of our life to another. Earlier people knew how to live in peace and harmony with nature and other animals but with the realization of power and greed, it was us who harmed their harmonized relation with the environment. This change in the way of living is not at all desirable because the effects of swining the harmony and peace in the ecosystem will have to be faced by us. Hence people must always realize that a little kindness, compassion and self-persuasion can restore the sense of humanity in one and resolve all issues regarding peace and harmony in our life.

"Peace and harmony are
The best vitamins
in the universe."
peace and harmony is the fundamental prerequisite of our life and an ideal path to follow. Many ideas contribute to the logic of peace and harmony such as dealing with disputes, staying calm and focused, resolving conflicts, adjusting, adapting, neutralization, following the "middle way" principle, etc. With globalization we are not anymore divided into our concentrated area of state or nation; instead the world has united with the unprecedented extent of bond regardless of borders and resulting into the formation of a great and happy global community. And to maintain the well-being of every individual of this global community, and to maintain the well-being of every individual of this global community, ultimately every one has to implement the means of peace and harmony into the way of our living.
Ideas to maintain peace and harmony:

The integral and compressive part of humankind should be peace and harmony, the following six ideas should be adapted. To maintain equality, security, justice, and mutual trust, a world-wide political order must be introduced that embodies all of these.

"peace cannot be kept by force; it can only be achieved by understanding."

To promote the advancement of technology and science aspects that will provide benefit to humankind by maintaining everyone’s welfare. A global economic system should be introduced that embodies elimination of divergence mutual benefit. Removal of regional imbalance. Ethics that promote ecological prosperity and incorporates solutions for resolving the environmental...
A mental state and spiritual ideology that embodies helpful attitude, physical and mental ease, and spreading of happiness and harmony through traditional wisdom. And it is a noble mission to promote peace and harmony by expressing how it will contribute to the long-lasting wellbeing factor of our lives.

"If we are to teach real peace in this world and if we are to carry on a real war against war, we shall have to begin with the children."
"Thought of peace from great personalities"

If we have no peace, it is because we have forgotten that we belong to each other.

The fruit of silence is prayer, the fruit of prayer is faith, the fruit of faith is love, the fruit of love is service, the fruit of service is peace.

— Mother Teresa
“we do not need guns and bombs to bring peace, we need love and compassion.”

This sentence is told by Mother Teresa. She was a Roman Catholic religious sister and missionary who lived most of her life in India. She was born as Agnes Gonxha Bajajxhiu on 26th August 1910 in Macedoncii. She came to India in the 1930 and started teaching at the St. Mary's High School of girls. She later began working among the poorest of the poor in the slums of Kolkata. She believed that education was the only tool that held the power to change the lives of people especially that of women and children. She says that,

"What can you do to promote world peace? Go home and love your family."

In 1950, she opened a new order called the Missionaries of
charity. This order is presently active in 133 countries with around 4,500 religious sisters running charity centers worldwide and serving the less fortunate. She also established a leper colony, an orphanage, a family clinic, a nursing home and many mobile health clinics in Kolkata.

Mothers Teresa, a truly great humanitarian received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1979 and the Bharat Ratna in 1986. She was also honoured with the Magsaysay Award. Her demise on 5th September, 1997 was a great loss to mankind.

“Peace begins with a smile. Smile five times a day at someone you don’t really want to smile, at do it for peace.” —Mother Teresa.
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- Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam
Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam, popularly known as the 'Missile Man' of India, was a source of inspiration for tens and thousands of Indians. A legend apart, his life philosophy and teachings are not only admired by the older generation, but especially reminiscence by young. Kalam's prodigious rise from Rameswaram, a small but famous pilgrimage town in Tamil Nadu, led him to become one of the world's most accomplished leaders.

Dr. Kalam, who would have turned 84 on October 15 this year, took his last breath on July 27 post a cardiac arrest while delivering a lecture at the Indian Institute of Management
in Shillong. Tributes from all over the world poured in to pay their last respect and homage to this legendary personality. Dr. Kalam will be always remembered for his passion and love for science, technology and innovation. His contributions have not only enabled scientists, educators, engineers and writers across the globe, but have instilled courage in each and every Indian citizen to dream and achieve extraordinary things in life despite adverse conditions. His autobiography 'Wings of Fire' is a tribute to the ordinary people of India, who are the torchbearers of the country guiding it on the path of peace and humanity. In his words, "We are all born with a divine fire in us. Our efforts should be to give wings to this fire and fill the world with"
the glow of its goodness.”
Leaving you at this thought we present 20 Inspiring quotes from the most popular President of our time on life, dreams, success, failure and motivation.

1) “All Birds find shelter during rain. But eagle avoids rain by flying above clouds.”

2) “Don’t take rest after your first victory because if you fail in second, more life are waiting to say that your first victory was just luck.”

3) “All of us do not have equal talent. But, all of us have an equal opportunity to develop our talents.”

4) “You have to dream before your dreams can come true.”
5) “Failure will never overtake me if my definition to succeed is strong enough.”

6) “I’m not a handsome guy, but I can give my hand to someone who needs help. Beauty is in the heart, not in the face.”

7) “The best brains of the nations may be found on the last benches of the classrooms.”

8) “You cannot change your future but, you can change your habits and surely your habits will change your future.”

9) “If you said, never give up because F.A.I.L. means “First Attempt in Learning.” End is not the end, if fact E.N.O. means “Effort Never Dies.” If you get No as an answer, remember N.O. means “Next opportunity” so let’s be Positive.”
10) “Look at the sky we are not alone. The whole universe is friendly to us and conspires only to those who dream and work.”

11) “I will work and sweat for a great vision, the vision of transforming India into a developed nation.”

12) “Don’t read success stories. You will only get message Read failure stories, you will get some ideas to get success”

13) “Your best book is equal to a hundred good friends, but one good friend is equal to a library.

14) “Your best teacher is your last mistake.”
"No matter what is the environment around you, it is always possible to maintain brand of integrity."

"Man needs difficulties in life because they are necessary to enjoy the success."

"Unless India stands up to the world, no one will respect us. In this world, fear has no place. Only strength respects strength."

"Climbing to the top demands strength, whether it is to the top of Mount Everest or to the top of your career."

"Thinking is the capital. Enterprise is the way."
Hard work is the solution.

Be active! Take on responsibility! Work for the things you believe in. If you do not, you are surrendering your fate to others.
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Personalities constitute your characteristics, which dictates your behavior. The factors that push you to follow a certain direction are instigated your personality.

- “I never could bear the idea of anyone’s expecting something from me. It always made me want to do just the opposite.”
  - Jean-Paul Sartre

- “The largest part of what we call ‘personality’ is determined by what we’ve opted to defend ourselves against anxiety and sadness.”
  - Alain de Botton
"A disciplined mind leads to happiness, and an undisciplined mind leads to suffering."
- Dalai Lama

"Darkness can't drive out darkness; only light can do that. Hate can't drive out hate; only love can do that."
- Martin Luther King Jr.

"If you can win over your mind, you can win over the whole world."
- Shri Ravi Shankar

"Anyone who enjoys inner peace is no more broken by failure than he is inflated by success."
- Matthew Richard

"If you only walk on sunny days you'll never reach your destination."
- Paulo Coelho

"True peace is not merely the absence of tension: It is the presence of justice."
- Martin Luther King Jr.
- “There is no way to peace, peace is the way”.  
  - A.J. Muste

- “The earth is too small a star and we to brief a visitor upon it for anything to matter more than the struggle for peace”.  
  - Colman Macaethy

- Peace is not the absence of conflict, but the ability to cope with it.
Thought of Peace from great Personalities

Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam

Popularly known as the ‘Missile Man’ of India, was a source of inspiration for tens and thousands of Indians. A league circle his life philosophy and teachings are not only admired by the older generation, but especially reminiscence by young. Kalam’s prodigious rise from Rameswaram, a small but famous pilgrimage town in Tamil Nadu, led him to become one of the world’s most accomplished leaders.

Dr. Kalam, who would have turned 84 on October 15 this year, took his last breath on July 27 post a cardiac arrest while delivering a lecture at the Indian Institute of Management in Shillong. Tributes pour in from all over the world poured in to pay their last respect and homage to this legendary personality.
Dr. Kalam will be, always remembered for his passion and love for science, technology and innovation. His contributions have not only enabled scientists, educationists and citizens across the globe, but have instilled courage in each and every Indian citizen to dream and achieve extraordinary things in life despite adverse conditions. His autobiography, "Wings of Fire," is a tribute to the ordinary people of India, who are the torchbearers of the Country, guiding it on the path of peace and humanity. In his words, "We are all born with a divine fire in us. One effort should be to give wings to this fire and fill the world with the glow of its goodness." Leaving you at this thoughts, we present 20 inspiring quotes from the most popular President of our time on life, dreams, success, failure, and motivation.
1. “All birds find shelter during rain. But eagle avoids rain by flying above clouds.”

2. “Don’t take rest after your first victory because if you fail in second, more life size waiting to say that your first victory was just luck.”

3. “All of us do not have equal talent. But all of us have an equal opportunity to develop our talents.”

4. “You have to dream before your dreams can come true.”

5. “Failure will never overtake me if my definition to succeed is strong enough.”

6. “I’m not a handsome guy, but I can give my hand to someone who needs help. Beauty is in the heart, not in the face.”
7. "The best beacons of the nations may be found on the last benches of the classrooms."

8. "You cannot change your future, but you can change your habits, and surely your habits will change your future."

9. "If you fail, never give up because F.A.I.L. means "First Attempt In Learning." End is not the end, if fact E.N.D means "Effort Never Dies." If you get no as an answer, remember E.N.O. means "Next Opportunity" so let's be positive."

10. "Look at the sky, we are not alone. The whole universe is friendly to us and conspires only to those who dream and work."

11. "I will work and sweat for a great vision, the vision of transforming India into a..."
12. “Don’t read success stories, you will only get message. Read failure stories, you will get some ideas to get success.”

13. “Your best teacher is your last mistake.”

14. “One best book is equal to hundred good friends, but one good friend is equal to a library.”

15. “No matter what is the environment around you, it is always possible to maintain brand of integrity.”

16. “Man needs difficulties in life because they are necessary to enjoy the success.”

17. “Unless India stands up to the world, no one will respect us. In this world, fear has no place. Only strength respects strength.”
18 “Climbing to the top demands strength, whether it is to the top of Mount Everest or to the top of your career.”

19 “Thinking is the capital & Enterprise is the way. Hard work is the solution.”

20 “Be active! Take on responsibility. Work for the things you believe in. If you do not, you are surrendering your fate to others.”
Thought Of Peace From Great Personalities

Peace of mind is one of those instants in life that are hard to describe, but easy to know.

"Kind words can be short and easy to speak, but their echoes are truly endless."
- Mother Teresa.

"Nobody can bring you peace, but yourself."
- Ralph Waldo Emerson.

"Don't search for anything except peace. Try to calm the mind. Everything else will come on its own."
- Baba Hari das

[ In Abraham Lincoln's quotes -
  "Better to remain silent and be thought a fool than to speak out and remove all doubt."

"Avoid popularity if you would have peace."
]

"Peace is liberty in tranquility."
- Tullius Cicero.
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi said that,

"A man is a product of his thought, what he thinks that he becomes."

"It is better to be violent if there is violence in our hearts than to put on the cloak of non-violence to cover the impotence."

"When I asked God for peace, he showed me how to help others." - Swami Vivekananda

"Listen to the inner light, it will guide you, listen to inner peace, it will feed you."

- Shri Chinmoy

"Calm the winds of your thoughts, and if there will be no waves on the ocean of your mind."

- Remuz Sisson

In short, peace of mind is thinking about nothing other than feeling happy and relaxed in the movement.
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"Thoughts of peace from great personalities"

Hello everyone! I am Dinesh Dave and today I would like to talk about "The Thought of peace from great personalities."

So, let's start as we know many people have spent their lives working tirelessly to see a world free from injustice, hatred, and racial discrimination. They had a common vision for the world, a world where there is peace, brotherhood, compassion and respect for one another. These people are the true beacons of peace.
Let's remember some of them today.

1. Mahatma Gandhi

Mahatma Gandhi is remembered for what he gave the world - AHINSA, SATYAGRAHA AND PEACE. Mahandas Karamchand Gandhi was born on 2 October 1869 at Porbander in Gujarat. He studied law in England and went to South Africa, where he became a successful lawyer. Mahatma Gandhi was deeply moved to see the way Britishers treated the natives of Africa and the Indians living in South Africa. He opposed the injustice of the British by way of Satyagraha 'Firm belief of truth' and 'Ahimsa' 'Non-violence'. When he returned to India, he was saddened to see the people here living in similar conditions. Naturally, he decided to continue his struggle against the British.
He embraced the untouchables downtrodden and the needy with open arms. Mahatma Gandhi. The father of the nation continues to inspire millions of people all over the world even today.

2. Martin Luther King, Junior

Despite the abolition of slavery in the USA in 1865, the African Americans continued to face many atrocities. Buses had 'Separate seats for the 'Blacks' and most cinemas did not permit their entry. Martin Luther King fought against this injustice and racial discrimination. He was greatly inspired by the Gandhian philosophy of satyagraha and ahimsa. He fought for the civil rights of the black people but in a peaceful manner. On 28th August, 1963, around 2,000,000 people joined him for 'The Great March on Washington'. During which he delivered his famous speech 'I have a Dream'. This compelled the U.S. Government to pass a law which did away discrimination against the blacks. He was awarded by the Nobel Peace Prize in 1964 for having.

3. Mother Teresa

Mother Teresa was a Roman Catholic religious sister and missionary who lived most of her life in India. She was born as Agnes Gonxhe Bojaxhiu (pronounced as ag-ness gohn-jay boh-yoh-jo) on 26th August 1910, in Macedonia. She came to India in the 1930s and started teaching at the St. Mary's High School for girls. She later began working among the poorest of the poor in the slums of Kolkata.
In 1950 she opened a new order called the Missionaries of Charity. This order is presently active in 133 countries with over around 16,000 religious sisters running charity centres worldwide and serving the less fortunate. And she also received the Nobel Peace prize in 1979 and the Bharat Ratna in 1980. She was honoured with the “Ramon Magsaysay Peace Prize” in 1982. Her demise on 5th September, 1997 was a great loss to mankind.

4. Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela

He was born on 18th July, 1818 in Transkei, in South Africa. He actively participated in the anti-apartheid movement in order to eradicate racial discrimination in his own country. He was greatly influenced by Mahatma Gandhi. He applied the Gandhian principles of “Satyagraha and non-violence” in his fight against apartheid in South Africa. He stayed in prison for 27 years. Mandela and president de Klerk were conferred the 1993 Nobel Peace prize for their work towards ending apartheid and bringing peace in South Africa. In 1994, Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela was elected as South Africa’s first black president. He was the first non-racial to be awarded the “Bharat Ratna” in recognition of his work in the field of human rights.
At last, let’s see some great thoughts given by great personalities.

* "If you are depressed, you are living in the past. If you are anxious, you are living in the future. If you are at peace, you are living in the present.”
  - Lao Tzu.

* "Nobody can bring you peace but yourself.”
  - Ralph Waldo Emerson

* "Do not let the behaviour of others destroy your inner peace.”
  - Dalai Lama.

Thank you.

And, have a peaceful life ahead!
Thought of peace
from great personalities

“If we have no peace, it is because we have forgotten that we belong to each other.”
-Mother Teresa.

The fruit of silence is prayer,
the fruit of prayer is faith,
the fruit of faith is love,
the fruit of love is service,
the fruit of service is peace.

“We do not need guns and bombs to bring peace, we need love and compassion.”

This sentences is told by Mother Teresa. She was a Roman Catholic religious sister and missionary who lived most of her life in India. She was born as Agnes Gonxha Bojaxhui, on 26th August 1910 in Macedonia. She came to India in the 1930 and started teaching at the St Mary's High School of girls. She later began working
among the poorest of the poor in the slums of Kolkata. She believed that education was the only tool that held the power to change the lives of people, especially that of women and children. "she says that.

"What can you do to promote world peace? Go home and love your family."

In 1950, she opened a new order called the Missionaries of Charity. This order is present in 133 countries with around 4,500 religious sisters running charity centers worldwide and serving the less fortunate. She also established a leper colony and orphanage, a family clinic, a mission home, and many mobile health clinics in Kolkata.

Mother Teresa, a truly great humanitarian, received the Nobel Peace Prize in 1979 and the Bharat Ratna in 1980. She...
was also honoured with the
Nagoya Award. He demise on
8th September, 1947 was a great
loss to mankind.

"Peace begins with a smile,
smile five times a day out
someone you don't really want
to smile. At do it for peace."

$
Anger begets more anger, and forgiveness and love lead to more forgiveness and love.

— Mahavira Swami

Here great Swami of India quoted that while handling any situation, anger causes more anger and there are high chances of situation to be ruined up rather person should make him/her self learn some good habits of forgiveness and love because afterall it will make our work and make mind feel peace.

peace begins with a smile.

— Mother Teresa

Great lady, Mother Teresa said that smile on the face eventually becomes the reason of having the peace in one’s mind. Well said, because rather behaving like a child, person is able to treat any situation wisely by making smile whether it would be implemented in making bad relations good or any other real life situation where person can’t find him/her self in peace.
“Force can't bring peace. Only understanding can achieve it.”  
— Albert Einstein

This quote is very important as it states the way of bringing true peace because when we apply force on spring it will be pressed but whenever force is removed it will make jump with high intensity hence person should not make peace by applying the force because it is not good considering long end but we can make bring true peace by understanding only.

“We can never attain peace in the outer world until we make peace within ourselves.”  
— Dalai Lama

As mentioned by great speakers, man is black box which means man can find whatever he wants inside himself. Dalai Lama said that if person is not feeling peace from inside then there is no spot on the earth where can get peace. Man is said as wonder creation of god hence we should first find joy, happiness and peace from our soul rather expecting from others to give so.
"Do not let the behavior of others destroy your inner."  — Dalai Lama

This quote of Dalai Lama emphasizes on the nature of person which is to be influenced by other's behaviors. Here main problem of most of the men is to take another's behavior as a judgement of his life. We are nothing to judge, hence let another be good or bad to us that shouldn’t make ourselves imbalance or to allow to destroy our inner peace.

"If you are depressed you are living in the past, if you are anxious you are living in the future, if you are at peace you are living in the present."  — Lao Tzu

Most important thing to be happy ever and feel peace is to live in present only, don't think of the past events and don't take future too seriously. There is no meaning of thinking about the events happened in the past and judge another's but to be depressed. Same thing applies on the events is to be happen, person should be having clear way of living life and handling future situations in the present life.